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Fundamentally Speaking

Once on the court you want to hit the ball into your opponent’s court until they cannot return
In this sport serious injury is almost nonexistent, locations to play are often at your local

When you first learn to hit the ball--called a stroke or swing--there are two main aspects.
1. Rally using a groundstroke. It’s common practice to improve your skill at this using drills

2. Landing a serve in the crosscourt service box is the goal of serving. The serve is importan
No matter where the ball lands on your side you must cover the court. Footwork and the ability

When you play a point the ball can bounce only once at most. That’s why you see players rushin
When you take lessons you will learn by demonstration and practice. You will also learn inside
Speaking the Language

Here is a rundown of common terms:
Game: Player must score at least 4 points. If the other player scores as well then whoever sc
Serve: Two attempts to land the ball in the service box are given. There is, however, no pena
Let: This happens only during a serve when the ball touches the net, but still lands in the s

Alley: The court is has two lines forming the left and right boundaries. The inside lines form
Out: A ball landing outside the court boundaries; or, on the serve, outside the service box.
Deuce: A tied score at 40-40. A tense moment for both players!
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